Fetter Group Headquarters Facility
700 Locust Lane
Louisville, KY 40217

Fetter was founded in Louisville, KY in 1888, and in 1958 the headquarters facility was opened on Locust Lane to accommodate growing volume and new equipment. This plant currently has more than 130 employees across two divisions: FetterLabel and FetterCMD. FetterLabel manages paint and coating label assets along with production and distribution services for clients such as Benjamin Moore, PPG, and Sherwin-Williams. FetterCMD manages sales and marketing content through custom software applications and fulfills perishable print-on-demand marketing materials for health insurance and related industries. Processes that take place at this plant include offset lithographic printing, digital printing, platemaking, finishing, packaging, and fulfillment.

FetterGroup's Headquarters Facility achieved the ENERGY STAR Challenge for Industry in 2009 with a 33% reduction in energy usage from its baseline year of 2007. Fetter achieved the energy reduction by implementing a number of energy projects. In 2008, Fetter downsized the air compressor, replaced the old black roof with a white roof, added insulation, installed a capacitor to improve power factor, and returned their scrap paper collector exhaust to the plant. In 2009, additional projects were completed, including installing motion sensors in all bathrooms and conference rooms, raising the main chiller temperature from 42 degrees to 58 degrees, repairing an economizer, reconfiguring wiring so that lighting within a specific area could be turned off, and installing a more efficient compressor. The company has also started replacing the motors on air handlers (original 1958) with more efficient models and accompanying variable speed drives. FetterGroup maintains a comprehensive corporate energy management program and is involved in reducing energy and overall environmental
impact in all areas of the company. Under the energy management program, Fetter consistently sets goals, tracks demand, implements strategies, and utilizes good energy practices to work toward continuous improvement of company energy use.
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